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I Dont Care
 
those words those sounds whats the matter with you?
all u say is i dont care, it creeps me out, i wonder where u got it from?
i am sure and that you got that from....................
 
 
ME! ! !
i dont care i love it.
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I Got A
 
i got a apple i got a pen ah! applepen
i  got a pinapple i got a pen ah! pinapplepen
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Last One Of Day
 
see ya guys i know this are not a poem but shush be quiet please i am leaving
today but ill be back see ya
bye
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Love
 
you dont understand the love that cares the love you bring anything is possible
train hard create and make but to do all that you need love.
 
by amber storer
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New
 
i'm new and i love to be new the stars are bright the moon is shining 
when day comes i'll be starting my new kind of life i shouldn't or wouldn't forget
the things i need. my life is kind of boring but now its going to be great i beta.
its hard but i do it i know i can
will you join me
will you?
 
amber storer
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Nobody
 
maybe life changes you but guess what it does not! ! !
nobody can change you especially your personality you are special anyway and
any where its not my fault or yours
nobody can  change your facial expressions and what you sound think or look
should look in the mirror thereselfs
 
amber storer
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Sweet
 
rosies are red voliets are blue sugar are sweet so are u!
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When Lisa Was A...
 
when Lisa was a baby a baby when Lisa was a baby it used to do this= wa wa.
when Lisa was a toddler a toddler when lisa was a toddler she used to this wa wa
suck my thumb. when Lisa was a school girl when Lisa was a school girl was a
school girl she used to do this wa wa suck my thumb i know the answer. when
Lisa was a teenager a teenager she used to do this wa wa suck my thumb i know
the answer blah blah blah blah.
when Lisa was a adult and adult she used to do this wa wa suck my thumb i
know the answer blah blah blah blah blah blah mkixing mixing and mixing
thats all i remmber
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